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Dear Students, Families, Colleagues and Friends 
 
 
Welcome to today’s issue of the Head’s Weekly Newsletter. 
 
We have now completed two weeks of learning and it is wonderful to see the students, staff 
and even the families settle into this academic year. 
 
This newsletter explores a range of current school affairs and I hope you enjoy all the stories 
and articles on offer. 
 
If you have any suggestions or requests for future content, please do let me know – I am very 
keen to ensure that this publication continues to be relevant to all of our readers. 
 
I am a firm believer in each season having beauty within: the first Spring flowers, the first heat 
of the Summer, all the fun collecting Autumnal leaves and the first snow flakes of the year – 
all things bright and beautiful…. 
 
As we approach the end of the Summer, it is important to look for the signs of Autumn. We 
are so fortunate here at Abbot’s Lea – our grounds are wonderful and provide a myriad of 
colours, shapes, sounds and smells – a feast for almost all of our senses (no edible goods in 
sight!). 
 
But whilst the beauty of Autumn is undeniable, so is the fact that it is the season of darker 
days, longer nights, colder and wetter weather and with that, often, more moments of feeling 
blue. This can happen to us all – no matter who we are and how old and otherwise happy we 
are. The additional challenges associated with living with, or supporting those with Autism, 
can also take its toll.  
 
“In life, there is always a solution to a problem”, says occupational health expert, Professor 
Gary Cooper of University of Lancaster. 
 
I share, for all of us to reflect on, and hopefully benefit from, his Top 10 tips for busting stress.  
 
As they say, knowledge is power! Additionally – we are all here to support each other, so if 
the Autumn blues get to you, pop over for a chat, a cuppa or even a free hug – Abbot’s Lea 
has it all  
 
Have a wonderful weekend and I look forward to seeing you all next week, for round 3 of this 
academic year. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Mrs A Hildrey 
Headteacher 
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1. BE ACTIVE 
 
This may seem obvious and we all know we could do a bit better with staying active, but it can 
be quite scary to test the actual balance of physical exercise and periods of inactivity. 
 
We support our students with this healthy life tip by offering not just PE lessons, but also: 
morning Wake UP Shake Up, embedded therapeutic movement activities, Daily Mile project, 
local community walks, swimming, cycling and gym sessions. 
 
The idea for “home learning” is to keep active outside of the school day. Send us 
pictures of your active life style to inspire others! 
 
 

2. TAKE CONTROL 
 
The feeling of loss of control is one of the main causes of stress and lack of wellbeing. If you 
main passive, thinking “I can’t do anything about my problem”, your stress levels will get worse.  
 
We support our students by engaging them in the planning of their learning (My Plan © for 
Term 1 is now being completed) and by taking ownership of their successes. We promote 
student voice, citizenship and participation. 
 
The idea for “home learning” is to encourage students to take control of daily tasks, 
starting with their independent dressing, personal hygiene, chores, food preparation, 
etc. 
It might not be easy to start with, but over time, the development of life skills will be 
inspiring! 
 
 

3. CONNECT WITH PEOPLE 
 
Loneliness and isolation are real. They hurt and can lead to complex difficulties in our lives. 
A good network of family, friends or colleagues can ease the troubles at school, at work and 
at home. 
Friendships are not easy to make, even harder to maintain but the true ones can transform 
our lives forever. 
 
We support our students to open up, make friends at school, develop interest in others, show 
respect and enjoy diversity. 
 
The idea for “home learning” is to encourage and facilitate students’ participation in 
the local community. It may be difficult to find the right activities, it may be tricky to 
“stick with it” when the times are tough, but this, perhaps above all others, is the key 
area our students would benefit from for life. 
 
 

4. HAVE SOME “ME TIME” 
 
Easier said than done for the grown ups (especially parents, carers or busy workers amongst 
us!), but – it is, undeniably, crucial for our mental health. 
Similarly, it is important for our students. Some alone time is helpful indeed. But, the “me time” 
need not be alone time. It can also be time with the parent or parents without other siblings 
around. It can be the one activity that is the passion of the young person which is not shared 

Top 10 stress-busting tips! 
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by others but which, if joined in with, opens up the world to connection through a very “me 
time” type activity. 
 
We support out students with their personal development and, even during a busy school day, 
we always allow the time out for a bit of a breating space, a moment away from it all. A “me 
time” with a teacher, away from the rest of the class. “A me time” going for a walk or satisfying 
sensory needs. Our holistic education sees “me time” as a crucial development of “self”. 
 
The idea for “home learning” is to explore other than the currently known and used “me 
time” approaches which would help our students develop their self-acceptance and 
love of the world around them. 
 
 

5. CHALLENGE YOURSELF 
 
This one is key! Education is all about that, of course, with goals, challenges, targets and new 
learning at the very heart of teaching activities. 
 
We really do aspire for our students to reach the stars. Where there is a will, there is a way! 
 
The idea for “home learning” will come from the discussions with the class teams. At 
times, this may be a short catch up/revise homework or a longer term project requiring 
a lot of thought. On other occasions, the challenge will come from working through a 
range of agreed My Plan © objectives – some easy, others seemingly impossible!. 
Whatever it is, our Golden Rules apply: never give up on yourself or others! You can 
do it! 
 

6. AVOID UNHEALTHY HABITS 
 
Don’t rely on food, sweets, coffee, tea or alcohol as a way of coping. Far too often food is still 
used as a motivator, as a reward or sanction. Over a long period of time, such approaches 
are absolutely proven to be unhealthy – for the bodies and the minds alike. 
 
We promote healthy eating and even with many of our students’ complex food-intake issues, 
we pride ourselves on very high success rates in encouraging students to try new foods, 
choose healthy options and diversify their eating habits. 
 
We are also pleased that, over the past years, we had no issues at school with smoking, 
alcohol and drugs. This is important to recognise as an absolute success of our students, their 
families and the staff in promoting healthy living. 
 
We have our NHS nursing service - here to help and advise on any health issues. 
 
The idea for “home learning” is to talk about it. Talk about the positive choices, explain 
the context we live in and promote “right” and “wrong” of wise health management. If 
any support is required, we are here to help! 
 

7. HELP OTHER PEOPLE 
 
This may seem obvious, but, people who help other people, feel happier, are more satisfied 
with life and are more resilient. 
 
The more you give, the happier you feel. 
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I have always believed in this “formula for success” and I know that the staff of Abbot’s Lea 
School are a shining example of that truth, too.  
 
We instil in our students the desire to help others from a very young age. Whether through 
class-based responsibilities, a buddying system, or a Student Councillor role – our students 
are encouraged to help others every day. 
 
Additionally, we are passionate about Liverpool as our local community and every year, we 
rally together to support local causes, helping those less fortunate than us, to lead better lives. 
See our Key Diary Dates on the website for details of fundraising events. 
 
“Home learning” idea is to encourage our students to take helping others seriously and 
see it as an integral part of family life. Big help or small – it all sets the right value of 
selflessness and kindness. Making the world a better place! 
 
 

8. WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER 
 
This applies to us all. Taking on so much can often feel overwhelming. 
Prioritising, concentrating and, what I call “strategic quitting” are often easier than we think 
and can make a massive difference to our mental and physical health. 
 
We work our students by planning their work, focusing on the clear timeline of a school day, 
taking one chunk of a day at a time and not worrying that something we did in the morning 
was not a success. Onwards and upwards – we will make it better next time! 
 
At home, the learning can continue by encouraging clear routines, starting with a 
decisive division of day time and night time. We offer support for families whose 
children struggle to establish a healthy day/night routine – please contact Family 
Adviser for more information. 
 
Did you know that the National Sleep Foundation Recommends New Sleep Times as follows: 

Age Recommended May be appropriate 

School-aged Children 6-13 years 9 to 11 hours 7 to 8 hours up to 12 hours 

Teenagers 14-17 years 8 to 10 hours 7 hours up to 11 hours 

Young Adults 18-25 years 7 to 9 hours 6 hours 10 up to 11 hours 

Adults 26-64 years 7 to 9 hours 6 hours up to 10 hours 

 
 

Good sleep = good learning! 
 
 

9. TRY TO BE POSITIVE 
 
Look for positives in life. There is more to be grateful for than sorry about. Be the “glass half 
full” not the “glass half empty” type.  
 
We often encourage our students to find good in every difficulty encountered. Even the most 
challenging moment can be de-escalated swiftly with empathy, appreciation and thanks-giving 
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for all the good fortunes in our lives. 
 
A home-learning challenge is to encourage the students to write down, draw or talk 
about, three things that went well that day, or three things they are grateful for. The key 
is: do it every day! 
 
 

10. ACCEPT THE THINGS YOU CANNOT CHANGE 
 
This is a tough one…. Life is full of events – some awesome, others awful. Changing a difficult 
situation or a set of circumstances is not always possible.  
 
We often work with the students who do not like aspects of their lives and they are highly 
anxious, often stressed about those, spending disproportionate amount of their time “beating 
themselves” about it. We encourage the students to concentrate on the things which are good 
and those aspects of their lives they CAN control and influence. 
 
A home-learning challenge is to identify and talk about the parts of family life which are 
difficult and identify if positive change is possible. More often than not – there is a way 
to make things better. If not, the worst thing that can happen is an acceptance that a 
problem you cannot resolve is more manageable when acknowledged, talked about and 
– as they say – a problem shared is a problem halved! 
 
 
Now, with this wisdom, all that is left for us to do is to follow the Top 10 tips – it may not be 
simple, but, even if we only implement one positive change to our habit, our lives are likely to 
be better, happier and healthier! 
 
Good luck to us all  
 
 
Acknowledgements: 
 

- LCC Anorak, Issue 5, 2018 
- National Sleep Foundation (10.9.2018, 13:36) 

 
https://sleepfoundation.org/press-release/national-sleep-foundation-recommends-
new-sleep-times/page/0/1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://sleepfoundation.org/press-release/national-sleep-foundation-recommends-new-sleep-times/page/0/1
https://sleepfoundation.org/press-release/national-sleep-foundation-recommends-new-sleep-times/page/0/1
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I am really pleased that this week we managed to welcome not one, but two Mayors to Abbot’s 
Lea School! 
 
On Wednesday, Mayor Joe Anderson came to visit Abbot’s Lea School to discuss the current 
city-wide provision of specialist education. He was very complimentary with the impact our 
work has on the students we work with and he was impressed by our vision of creating an 
International Centre of Autism Education, Research and Professional Development. 
 
I was thankful for his time and for his commitment to support our ongoing school development 
and I look forward to the many opportunities we can jointly create for the local community of 
our students, their families and us – the professionals working in the field of specialist 
education. 

 
 
This morning, Steve Rotheram, Metro Mayor, overseeing the Liverpool City Region, paid us   
a visit, too! 
 
Our discussions were specifically around Employability – with a shared vision for raising 
awareness of Autism amongst employers, creation of job opportunities for all and making the 
region more prosperous by recognising that we are all different, yet all the same in our drive 
for happiness, independence and self-reliance. 
 
We have agreed to share resources and opportunities across the wider region, with Abbot’s 
Lea being a key player in the shaping of the future education, employment and training options 
for those with Autism.  
 
I am very excited about this “wider” geographical view, enabling more consistent practices for 
supporting our students and their peers in the region.  
 
Key to this meeting and the ongoing regional collaboration was Mr McVerry, whose leadership 
of the employability agenda at our school is second-to-none – thank you! 
 
Huge thanks to Mr Scott-Scarth for welcoming Mr Rotheram to the Primary Assembly – he 
was very impressed with the students’ conduct and their friendly welcome. 
 

 
 
 

Two Mayoral Visits 
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At the start of each school year it is important to be clear about our school expectations 

regarding attendance and keeping any absences to an absolute minimum. 

 

All parents want the best for their children and for them to get on well in life. Having a good 

education is important to ensure that they have the best opportunities in their adult life. They 

only get one chance at school, and your child’s future may be affected by not attending school 

regularly.  

 

Encouraging regular school attendance is one of the most powerful ways you can prepare 

your child for success—both in school and in life. When you make school attendance a priority, 

you help your child make better progress, develop healthy life habits, avoid dangerous 

behaviour and have a better chance of long term happiness and life satisfaction 

 

If your child does not attend school regularly they may: 

 Struggle to keep up with school work. In a busy school day it is difficult for schools to find 

the extra time to help a child catch up.  

 Miss out on the social side of school life. Poor attendance can affect children’s ability to 

make and keep friendships; a vital part of growing up.  

 

Children and young people who regularly attend school have:  

 better mental and physical health outcomes 

 better employment outcomes 

 higher incomes across their lives. 

 

Setting good attendance patterns from an early age, from nursery through primary school will 

also help your child later on in their life. Children who have a poor school attendance record 

may have less chance of securing a job when they are adults. Being on time is also vital. 

Arriving late at school can be very disruptive for your child, their teacher and the other children 

in the class.  

 

As a school we are committed to work in partnership with families to ensure excellent school 

attendance. Promoting school attendance, building a positive school climate, monitoring 

attendance and supporting students and families to address barriers that influence it are all 

key elements in helping students to attend school every day and maximise their educational 

achievement. Some parents may be finding it difficult to ensure that their child attends school 

regularly. If this is the case please contact school as soon as possible as we are able to help. 

Your child’s class teacher and our Family Adviser, Lisa Sharpe, are the first people who should 

be contacted to discuss support with attendance. We also work with our Education Welfare 

Officer, Linda Fitzpatrick, to offer support to families, understand the reasons behind school 

absence and find ways to improve attendance. 

 

Ms Alison Twomey, Head of Care and Safeguarding 

E: alison.twomey@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

 

Care and Safeguarding 
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This week marked National World Suicide Prevention Day. Talking about suicide, suicidal 

ideation (suicidal thoughts) and mental health is always difficult but  I am hopeful that my 

article this week will encourage us all to think about the steps we can take to prevent others 

from feeling socially isolated and unsupported.  

Firstly, awareness that many autistic people may experience suicidality is the first step to 

prevention. Research has shown devastatingly high suicide rates for autistic adults. Autistica, 

a UK charity engaged in funding and campaigning for research on autism, produced alarming 

statistics that showed 6 in 10 autistic people have considered suicide, and sadly 3 in 10 autistic 

adults have attempted suicide.  

The research that Autistica, led by Dr Sarah Cassidy, has published shows that suicidal 

thoughts and behaviours are significantly increased in autistic adults compared to the general 

population and other clinical groups. It is acknowledged that further research is needed to 

uncover these differences to understand why suicide is more common in autism, leading to 

new strategies to prevent suicide in autistic people.  

This week also saw the return of the NAS (National Autistic Society) Autism and Mental Health 

conference. The day comprised of many powerful talks by researchers and autistic people 

themselves, and concluded with a simple message ‘the key theme is not ignoring early signs 

of anxiety’. The NAS say that the mental health of an autistic person is overlooked. ‘Autism is 

not a mental health condition. However, we do know that autistic people are more likely to 

develop mental health problems.’ 

So what are the contributing factors to suicidality and poor mental health in autism? More 

research in this topic is needed, but some existing thoughts around this are unsurprisingly 

‘camouflaging’, unemployment, social isolation and lack of support. Camouflaging is a term 

used to describe a person that constantly masks their autism to try and ‘fit in’ in social 

situations. The cost of this effort can be physical exhaustion and extreme anxiety. It would 

seem sensible therefore to agree with Dr Sarah Cassidy’s suggestion that ‘increasing 

acceptance of autistic people in society could lead to reduced need for camouflaging and 

increased feelings of belonging – a protective factor for suicidality’.  

Abbot’s Lea School have worked hard to improve employability for students post education 

and we know from research that well-planned and meaningful future destinations can 

contribute to feelings of happiness and confidence.  

I was so pleased to have visited the students undertaking supported internships at Amey on 

Wednesday. All students are extremely well supported by their work teams, Mrs Sumner 

(Supported Intern Job Coach), Mr McVerry (Head of Secondary) and Becky (Customer 

Service Manager at Amey). During my visit to Amey it was evident that all students were 

thriving in their new roles and are already excited about what the future could hold for them 

as they move into paid employment. Together we discussed how the success of their journey 

could be shared with the school and wider community to encourage more students to consider 

Autism Research and Development 

Ms Micah Grimshaw, Head of Autism Research and Development 

E: micah.grimshaw@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 
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supported internships in the future. There is also hope that they could inspire more employers 

in the local area to open their doors and create roles for all autistic people with a desire and 

ability to work.  

Backed by both the National Autistic Society and, more recently, the NHS, Brain In Hand app 

is a personalised support system that can help each person to find their best coping strategy 

to overcome specific challenges. A team of professional supporters keep an eye on the level 

of anxiety each user reports using the app, and 24 hour support is available if and when 

needed. Read more about Brain In Hand online: http://braininhand.co.uk/ 

There are also lots of useful strategies posted by a mental health charity called Mind to help 

when you or someone you know may be feeling overwhelmed, particularly anxious or even 

out of control: https://www.mind.org.uk/need-urgent-help/what-can-i-do-to-help-myself-cope/ 

We can all work together to promote a healthy understanding of mental health and prevent 

suicidality by recognising the signs and offering support to those who may feel socially 

isolated. Small actions can result in big changes, and all people should have the same 

opportunity to communicate to others and have their needs met. By following our agreed code 

of conduct, The Golden Rules ©, we are already demonstrating how we can achieve a 

community where we can all feel accepted and valued.  

Finally, to quote Roald Dahl (as it has been our theme in school this week): 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://braininhand.co.uk/
https://www.mind.org.uk/need-urgent-help/what-can-i-do-to-help-myself-cope/
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This has been an excellent second week of the term. Students are settling well into their new 
classes and establishing routines that will assist them in enjoying the rest of the school year. 
Students are making new friendships and the high point of my week has been observing all of 
the imaginative play happening across the classes and how our existing students have 
included and embraced our new students, making them feel happy and welcome. 
 
The Primary Department had a visit from Frank Cottrell-Boyce this week. Staff and students 
reaped the reward of Ms Murphy's (Brazil Class) tenacity and endurance in requesting a visit 
to our wonderful school to meet our fantastic students. Frank was captivated by the answers 
that our students gave to his questions and a reciprocal learning experience revealed itself as 
Frank Cottrell-Boyce, the students and staff swapped ideas and enthused one another with a 
love for reading and imagination. Frank issued the students with a challenge to begin a story, 
beginning with a "What If" question, centred on Abbot's Lea School. 
 
The students will continue to explore their theme of Our Stories, this week getting involved in 
The Brothers Grimm. Later in the term we will be visiting The Giants as they visit Liverpool. 
Students will immerse themselves in the storyline, visit The Giants and complete stories and 
artwork in preparation for our Festival of Learning later in the term. 
 
Have a great weekend. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Primary Department 

Mr Scott-Scarth, Head of Primary Department 

E: dean.scott-scarth@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

 

mailto:dean.scott-scarth@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
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This week has been an exciting week with lots of positive developments and activities taking 
place. I was given the opportunity to attend the launch of the Liverpool City Council Travel 
Training video, which was filmed at the celebration event at the end of last year. The event 
was held in James Street, also in attendance was Miss  Wah, Mrs  Sumner from Abbot's Lea 
School and Rebecca Atherton from Amey. The video will soon be available on the Local Offer 
website and we will also be promoting it on our school website and through our social media 
outlets. 
 
We are currently in the process of arranging a date for the parents of our year 11, 12 and 13 
students who have not completed the Travel Training course to come in for a coffee morning 
with the Travel Training team to discuss the project and the role that the trainers can play in 
the development of your child. Please look out for a letter within the next week. 
 
The event also showcased the work that is being undertaken around the city with regards to 
the Supported Internship project and the video of last year’s interns is now available through 
the following link; 
 
https://vimeo.com/282834725 

For those of you who are unsure of what a Supported Internship is, please watch the video 
and read the update from our current interns down at Amey who are doing brilliant and 
excelling in everything that they do. This week we launched our curriculum with the interns 
and they will be studying English and Maths qualifications, but also an Employability Level 2 
course through OCR. This is in addition to the commitment from Amey to support the students 
with internal training, including; Manual Handling, Fire Warden and First Aid training. We have 
established an ever growing relationship with Amey and this is something that we are keen to 
develop further with even more interns on site next year. The ultimate aim is that the four 
interns that are currently down there will be employed by Amey next year and they will become 
the mentors for the next students. 
 
We are also looking to commission some research that will be carried out by our Head of 
Autism Research and Development Miss Grimshaw, who will be working with the team around 
the interns at Amey and the interns themselves to see what we can do to change society and 
make employers autism friendly and support more people with a diagnosis of autism gain paid 
and meaningful employment. 
 
In school we have been focusing on the development of life skills along with the theme of 'Our 
Stories', it has been great to move around the classes and see what has been going on, from 
The Greatest Showman to Willy Wonkers chocolate factory to celebrate Roald Dahl day. 
Stories give us so much, they allow us to travel into the unknown and escape from reality.  I 
mentioned last week in my assembly, reality is not too far away from the stories that we read. 
The moral and social implications of any story remain the same as those we share in society; 
respect, hard work, treating people fairly and I believe that the lessons that can be implicitly 
learnt through immersing ourselves in stories is second to none. 
 

Secondary Department 

Mr Anthony McVerry, Head of Secondary Department 

E: anthony.mcverry@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

 

https://vimeo.com/282834725
mailto:anthony.mcverry@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
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It has again been a pleasure to walk around the department and see the engaging learning 
that is going on, the work being carried out by staff to prepare our students for life after Abbot's 
Lea. I am pleased to say that we are in the process of working with Lisa Kirkham, our careers 
adviser from Careers Connect to strengthen the transitional opportunities for those students 
who wish to leave us at the end of the year or those students who will come to the end of their 
time at Abbot's Lea School. If you would like any help regarding this then please let me know 
and I will put you in contact with Lisa.  Wishing you a wonderful weekend! 
 
 
Niall Potter 
“My past couple of weeks so far have been brilliant, I’ve loved every single day and the people 
here are lovely too, being here is such a great experience being in a proper work environment. 
It’s very different to school entirely. 
On my first day we had an induction day where for the first half of the day we sat in a meeting 
room and discussed what I will be doing for the next year and also received my work laptop 
and other things I may need, after we had sat in that room till we went to our teams that we 
had been assigned for our first term. Luckily the team I enjoyed the most out of the two taster 
days here in the summer holiday was the team I was assigned to so I’ve been enjoying working 
with them a lot. 
I’ve been watching a lot of what my team do and it’s really interesting to me and when  have 
a go at it I find it really fun to do and enjoyable. 
Overall my first couple of weeks here have been fantastic. 
There’s been a multitude of tasks I’ve been given and I’ve completed all given tasks and my 
team has been really happy about how quickly I’ve picked up on all the systems they use and 
some of the complicated things I’ve done. 
In all honesty after this year is over I’m hoping to get a full time job at Amey since I’ve enjoyed 
it so much.” 
 
 
Saoirse Redmond 
“I started my internship on the 4th  I was nervous but mostly excited. We did an induction with 
Rebecca, she gave us an Amey bag with pens, highlighters, sticky notes, notepads and a 
folder that we will need. We got an Amey pass and a laptop I use it every day , we get free 
breakfast and lunch. In the afternoon I sat with the team I am with which is processing services. 
I do Purchase orders people order tarmac etc. Everyone was nice and welcoming on my first 
day I’m really enjoying it I didn’t think I would but I hope to get a job at the end of it. Mr McVerry 
has really helped me getting this internship. Pam is our job coach she supports us with any 
problems we have.” 
 
 
Ethan McKiernan 
“I have enjoyed my first two weeks at Amey and getting to know everyone in my team they 
have made me happy and supported me in my new placement. I was nervous on my very first 
day but I have been very happy on my next day and I am looking forward to being with them 
for the time being. And I want to say a massive thank you for supporting me on this internship 
it has been a very good experience so far and if I have any questions or if I am worried about 
something I will let you know. I have been working on Microsoft Excel doing work on passports 
and ID information and I have learned how to use because at school I didn’t use it as much 
and I feel like I am learning new things at the internship.” 
 
 
 
 

Interns reflections at Amey 
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Joseph McGrath 
“Parents and Guardians & students If you’ve been wondering where I’ve been I have moved 
on from Abbots Lea school. Well sort of, as I’m still on the books at Abbots Lea but I’ve had 
the most amazing opportunity courtesy of Mr McVerry to be transported to Amey for the rest 
of my academic year. I am learning how to cope and experience the life skills needed to cope 
in the outside world. This has been one of the utmost best opportunity’s given to me by anyone 
and I mean that. At the start, I had a smooth and slow transition into Amey giving me a great 
tour of all the departments and areas in Amey. I had my photo taken at the front of house and 
applied to my own ID Badge and computer provided by Amey which has all the necessary 
applications to start off at Amey after the induction. My department was the reception and my 
main task was to book meeting rooms for internal and external clients and or staff. I had a 
slight issue with speaking to people on the phone but after a few hiccups I was then able to 
answer the phone and book meeting rooms for clients completely independently, I was also 
able to use the franking machine to print the stamps and the bar codes on the letter/parcels. I 
have to change the department on which the post goes to and change the delivery format 
whether that be 1st class or 2nd and signed for. Overall I have had an eye-opening experience 
and the best opportunity ever given to me and I can’t thank Abbot’s Lea enough for this 
experience. And I would like to mention the most calm and reassuring job coach Mrs.Sumner 
who understand me and helps me and is there when I need that extra bit of support and I hope 
in the near future more businesses like Amey will open their career paths to people with autism 
and give us the opportunities we deserve.” 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interns reflections at Amey 
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Week 2 has been as busy as week 1 and it is great to see everyone settling in. 
 
Work continues on upgrading our facilities with finishing touches being added to some of our 
rooms. I am looking forward to the visit from our log cabin supplier on Monday who will be 
finalising the spec for our new additions to the school grounds. 
 
Reminder for those parents who have not yet returned their letter about school meals to 
send their letter back so we are clear about the options for your student. There is also 
guidance about entitlement to free school meals, an option we strongly encourage parents to 
explore. If you want to discuss please contact myself or Lisa Sharpe, Family Adviser on the 
main school number. 
 
Have a great weekend. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
This week has gone quickly now that everyone is back in the swing of things after the holidays. 
  
This week we launched a Childcare Voucher Scheme for staff. This provides an effective way 
to pay for childcare by opting to exchange salary for Childcare Vouchers to pay nurseries, 
childminders and after school clubs. This provides savings on tax and national insurance and 
is just one of the benefits we are looking to introduce this year to support our employees. 
  
This week is #knowyournumbersweek and we have done some promotion in school about the 
dangers of high blood pressure. In Liverpool there are more than 70,000 people diagnosed 
with hypertension. It is estimated that there are almost 50,000 people in Liverpool at an 
increased risk of stroke and cardiovascular disease due to undiagnosed high blood pressure. 
High blood pressure usually has no symptoms, which is why it is often referred to as the silent 
killer. The only way to know you have it is to have a check. Therefore in 2018 we want to 
encourage adults to check their blood pressure, so if they have high blood pressure, it can be 
easily treated thereby reducing the risk of a stroke or heart disease. 
  

Noticeboard 

Mr Andrew Cocklin, Head of Finance and Operations 

E: andrew.cocklin@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

 

Mrs Michelle Griffiths, Head of HR 

E: michelle.griffiths@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 
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We are currently recruiting for positions within the school, please visit our website for further 
details and share with friends and family if you think they will be interested. Positions available 
are: 

         Teaching Assistant – maternity cover Monday and Tuesday 
         Teaching Assistant – maternity cover alternate Wednesdays, Thursday and Friday 
         Job Coach 
         Apprentice Caretaker 
 

Any former students who have still not decided their next steps are welcome to apply. Pop in 
for a chat if you want more information about the role. 
  
I would like to thank Spain class for welcoming me when I visited on Thursday – what a lovely 
class! Hope you enjoyed your surprise DVD. 
 

 

  

School Business Support Team 
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Harvest Festival 
 
 

 Next week students in the Primary Department 
will be celebrating Harvest as we investigate 
where our food comes from and how the seasons 
impact what we eat. 
 
Throughout the week we will be collecting items 
for South Liverpool Foodbank and Nicola Hawkes 
from SLF will be joining us in Friday's assembly on 
21.9.18 to talk about the work of the staff team 

there. 
 
If you would like to donate any items to the Foodbank Appeal, class teachers will be 
collecting each day next week and there will be a collection point in the school reception to 
give to Nicola during her visit. Items very much needed by the charity currently are : 
 

 tinned tomatoes 
 instant mash 
 tinned rice pudding / custard 
 coffee 
 tinned fish 
 jam 
 toothpaste 
 soup 

Further information can be found at 
https://southliverpool.foodbank.org.uk/ 
 
 

 
 

Noticeboard 
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Reminder! 

 
Please make sure ALL school uniform is clearly labelled

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
The next FAB meeting is Friday 21 

September at 11am @ Abbot’s Lea School 
  
This is for all parents - existing and new who would like to help with our fundraising 
ventures!  We very much look forward to seeing you. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Noticeboard 
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Early Years and Key Stage 1 

Key Stage Leader: Miss O’Neill 
Maria.O’Neill@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

 
This week in class Ireland we have been very busy. Everyone got their photograph taken and 
we can't wait to see them. 
We have started reading fairy tales and have begun with 'The 3 little Pigs' and have learnt 
about different types of homes. We have been learning to order numbers and recognise 2D 
shapes. Every one enjoyed the 'Dough Disco' on Wednesday where we squished and 
squeezed our play doh to music and made some fun shapes. On Thursday we celebrated 
'Roald Dahl Day' and made dream jars with Wales class! Everyone has had a wonderful week 
and tried their best to be a kind friend and share their toys. Have a lovely weekend.  
 
Wales Class 
We have had a lovely week. We began our new theme of 'Our Stories' with The Gingerbread 
Man. We really enjoyed reading the story and acting it out using the stick puppets. We have 
been writing our high frequency words in ginger and cinnamon spices and have written the 
story. We practiced going  out on the minibus and were so sensible. On Wednesday we drove 
to Hale Village to look at different types of house. We saw the statue of John Middleton and 
found his house. We saw lots of old cottagers with a thatched roof. We talked about our own 
homes and who lives there. Have a lovely weekend everyone.    

 
 
 

 

Key Stage 2 

Key Stage Leader: Mrs Lisa Walker 
Lisa.Walker@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

 
An amazing week! All the students are settling in well to their new classes and have enjoyed 
learning about the Brothers Grimm! Monday - Wednesday we participated in The Body Coach 
Live 2018 fitness initiative alongside hundreds of schools from all over the World. On Thursday 
we welcomed author Frank Cottrell Boyce and the first class began this year’s PE 
Enhancement activities at Lee Park Golf Club - thank you to Mr. Crowder and the team! All 
classes will have the opportunity to participate in golf between now and the end of the year. 
Mrs. Walker!  
 
USA Class 
The students have enjoyed learning about the 'gruesome' Brothers Grimm this week and 
retelling the original Grimm version of Little Red-Cap identifying themes such as monsters, 
dark settings and horrifying endings.... very  different to what we read today! They have also 
enjoyed, behaving impeccably, golf at Lee Park Golf Club, I was exceptionally impressed!! 
Very well done!! Mrs. Walker   
  
Brazil Class 
We have really got into our "Our Stories" theme this week with all things book related! On 
Monday we were introduced to The Brothers Grimm and to start we listened to The Bear and 
the Wren which was new to everyone. We are thinking about characters, setting and plot. We 

Key Stage News and Updates 
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have found out about different "genres" of books and key features to look out for. "Fairy Tale" 
cakes were on the menu for Food Tech! 
On Wednesday we prepared for the visit of Liverpool author Mr Frank Cottrell-Boyce by writing 
some questions we would like to ask him about his very varied career. We got the chance to 
ask him in person on Thursday. What a great opportunity to meet a real-life story writer! 
In maths we have continued with our number bond work, using numicon to help us get up to 
speed at recalling number facts. 
For Roald Dahl Day on Thursday we had fun finding out about different giants that Roald Dahl 
liked to include in his tales, from BFG to the mum-eating variety in Jack and the Beanstalk 
from Revolting Rhymes. We then had great sensory fun blowing some dream bubbles for 
the BFG to catch. 
I'm really pleased with the way all the pupils have settled in, super proud of you all and looking 
forward to another great week of working hard and learning lots! 
 
France Class 
This week France class have had a very exciting second week. We started the week off by 
completing The Body Coach workout. It was very hard but we tried our best and by Wednesday 
we were much better at it! In English we looked at how to structure a sentence correctly and 
were capital letters and full stops should go. In Math's we have been looking at how to write 
the number 0-20 in words. On Thursday we celebrated Roald Dahl day by looking at The BFG. 
We thought about what our own dreams were and decorated dream jars. Well done France 
Class for another great week. 
 
 
Portugal Class 
This week in Class Portugal, we have been looking at our theme of Our Stories - focusing on 
the Brothers Grimm fairy tales! We have really enjoyed looking at Hansel and Gretel. We had 
great fun making our own houses for the witch using biscuits and icing! It was very messy! We 
also made our own 'Wanted!' posters to help catch the evil witch - we used some great 
adjectives to describe the witch and had lots of fun! 
 
The children also enjoyed a visit from the author Frank Cottrell Boyce! We learnt about the 
books and TV shows he has written and we really enjoyed his talk to us! 
 
We are looking forward to carrying on with our theme next week and look forward to more fun 
activities!    Have a lovely weekend! 
 
Peru Class 
Peru class have had a wonderful week as we continue to get to know our new classmates. 
We read the story of 'Chicken Licken' for our theme 'Our Stories' and practised our reading 
and writing skills with activities based around the story. We have enjoyed lots of sensory fun 
and have taken part in fitness sessions with The Body Coach, Joe Wicks. We continue to 
impress our class team with our fantastic number skills and continue to develop our 
independence by carrying out tasks in the classroom such as helping the staff at snack times. 
Well done Peru Class. Have a great weekend!  
 
Spain Class 
The children have had another positive week and have enjoyed learning about our new topic 
of "Our Stories." In literacy, we have been focusing on the story of Little Red Riding Hood and 
have worked hard to identify the main characters and sequence the events of the story. In 
maths, we have been working on counting forwards and backwards within numbers up to and 
above one hundred! During our theme lessons, the children have been on mini-beast hunts 

Key Stage News and Updates 
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around the school grounds, had a visit from a local author and enjoyed learning all about Roald 
Dahl's wonderful stories on Roald Dahl Day! 
 
Well done everyone for another positive week.  
 
Italy Class 
Italy class have had a fantastic week this week. On Monday we shared our news from the 
weekend. Thank you so much to all the parents who supported this at home. Well done to 
every pupil in class who sat so beautifully to have their photograph taken by Liam, our school 
photographer.  On Monday afternoon we started our new Science topic Materials. We looked 
at a range of different materials and had a go at naming them. We used some examples of 
each material and found out their use. On Tuesday we embraced our theme this half term 'Our 
Stories' and started reading Little Red Riding Hood. We talked about where the story was set 
and who the main characters were. On Wednesday we completed a sequencing activity and 
discussed the beginning, middle and end of the story. Some of the pupils talked about 
alternative endings for the story. In the afternoon we completed a Computing activity using the 
beebots. We programmed them to move forwards and make a turn. The pupils were fantastic 
at controlling the beebots and programmed them to go on a journey from Little Red Riding 
Hood's house to Grandma's cottage. On Thursday we continued with our phonics assessment 
of phase 2 and phase 3 sounds and played a money maths game. In the afternoon during 
Food Technology we made a picnic just like Little Red Riding Hood and went on a walk to 
Grandma's house with our basket of food. A huge well done to all the pupils from class Italy 
who joined in with the live stream from the Body Coach; Joe Wicks! Keep up the good work. 
 
Canada Class 
Canada class have been learning all about the country this week and performed the Canadian 
national anthem. We started our topic, our stories. We created our own fairy tales and learnt 
about the different characters. They have enjoyed taking part in the body coach fitness 
workout this week. Another great week!  
 

 
  

Key Stage News and Updates 
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Key Stage 3  
Key Stage Leader: Mr Mason 

Ryan.Mason@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 
 
The students in key stage three have immersed themselves into our theme this week looking 
at different aspects of ‘Our Stories’. Looking at a selection of famous authors, biographies and 
media outlets, the children have had lots of fun whilst learning lots of new things. All students 
have worked hard and have been a credit to themselves and the school as they have engaged 
in their learning! Have a great and well deserved weekend!  
  
Mozambique Class 
We have worked really hard this week studying different biographies. We have learnt about 
the life and works of Roald Dahl and PT Barnum (The Greatest Showman). In Maths we have 
continued our learning on numbers and have been focusing on patterns and counting in steps. 
We have had our first Spanish lesson where we have all learnt how to greet each other in 
Spanish and in Science we have extended our knowledge on healthy eating, focusing on 
vitamins and minerals we were given. We have made our own Challah bread in RE linked with 
Food Technology and have really enjoyed Roald Dahl day where we made our own chocolate 
design and read Esio Trot. In music we have continued learning about Prokofiev and we can 
recognise which instruments are represented for which animal. We have completed our Star 
tests and have all worked really hard. Well done Mozambique!! 
 
Cape Verde Class 
This week we have been looking at Biographies in English,  asking questions to find out about 
each other's interests. In Art we made portraits in two different ways - some of them looked 
really weird and creative! We really enjoyed making Spanish-inspired snacks in our Food Tech 
lesson. We have practised our addition and subtraction in Maths, in Science have been 
learning about healthy eating.   
 
Madagascar Class 
The students in Madagascar have worked so hard this week. Our theme this half term is 
‘Media’ so the children have engaged in a lot of activities relating to different forms of media. 
In English we have been practicing writing questions that they will use in news reports and 
interviews. In Art, they have been looking at pixelated art and mosaic style patterns. In History 
they have learnt about, due to the lack of media outlets during World War 2, how the British 
and German armies used propaganda to influence one another and send messages to large 
people groups! Well done for another great week!  
 
Kenya Class 
Another great week in Kenya class! We have been focusing on Roald Dahl this week in 
English, History and Art and have created our own villain posters, created a dream, learned 
about what life was like for Roald Dahl during his time in the RAF and wrote character 
descriptions for some of the characters. In Design Tech,  we did a chocolate taste test and 
then designed our own chocolate bar. We have continued to look at habitats in Science. In 
Maths, we have been revisiting place value. Finally in Geography this week, we have been 
learning more about Kenya. A busy but fun week!   
 
Botswana Class 
Botswana have had a great week! This week we have begun looking at the media in literacy 
and the role it plays in our lives. In Maths we have continued looking at word problems, using 
our addition and subtraction skills. We have also learnt about the importance of a balanced 
diet in science. Well done everyone! 

Key Stage News and Updates 
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Key Stage 4 
Key Stage Leader: Miss Dallas 

Katie.Dallas@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 
 
Australia Class 
It’s been a lovely week in class Australia.  Our study of Edgar Allan Poe's 'A Tell Tale Heart' 
is well underway the students are really enjoying it so far.  In food technology this week, we 
worked completely independently in groups to make some scones.  The team work that the 
staff observed was amazing!  Following our evaluations, we are going to try again next week 
to produce even better scones.  We have worked very hard on our positivity board this week 
and the mood in class has reflected this.  It’s been a happy and calm place to work. 
 
Samoa Class 
Another great week in Samoa. Our pupils have impressed us during a walk to Woolton Tesco. 
Lewis P and Nathan demonstrated excellent road safety and awareness! Brendan scanned 
our shopping and paid for it and Leo packed the shopping bags. All pupils were very mature 
and sensible  we were really impressed with the communication. We have been rounding large 
numbers in maths, setting ourselves some targets for my plans and learning about the 
conventions of fairy tales in English. Everyone came up with brilliant creative names for 
themselves and their fairy tale characters using alliteration! In food tech we made some tasty 
fifteens and in science we started our human reproduction module for our qualification - some 
giggles along the way but all in all we were impressed by the maturity of our new KS4 students. 

Brilliant awareness of e-safety in ICT too. Looking forward to next week 😊 

 

Christmas Island Class 
This week in Christmas Island we have been settling back into our lessons and routine very 
nicely. 
We have started planning a trip together and began learning about food hygiene in preparation 
for our food tech lesson next week which we are all looking forward to. 
 
Have a good weekend everybody!  

 

Papua New Guinea Class 

We have had a very busy week in PNG. We have continued out work on Edgar Allen Poe, 
reading The Tell Tale Heart and writing newspaper articles inspired by it. We have also been 
practicing our mental maths skills. In Science we have been researching environmental issues 
surrounding the use of plastic, how it effects our planet and how we can stop its negative 
effects. 
 
Cuppa New Guinea was also open for business this Thursday we had a ton of orders but 
worked together to get them out fast! James in our class has also written an amazing poem 
inspired by our wonderful cafe: 
 
 

Cuppa New Guinea Is Back 

We’re back, we’re back,                                                                                                         

Order your snack!                                                                                                                                                                      

And let us steal your taste buds away;                                                                                                                              

We’ll now attack,                                                                                                                                                                        

Key Stage News and Updates Key Stage News and Updates 
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Pick up the slack!                                                                                                                                

It’s Abbot’s lea’s favourite café 

Cuppa New Guinea’s bacon shall appease,                                                                                    

Our sausage’s, hot chocolate’s shall tease                                                                                             

Especially when their crafted with such passionate expertise! 

Place it in your mouth it shall prove delectable, 
Refined, luscious, pleasing and also respectable,                                                                                                  

The addiction shall jump up on you, it’s utterly undetectable 
You thought we were dead but we are rising                                                                                                                                         

With our drink’s exotic, our food’s appetizing                                                                                                                                                                                     

So come on try it, taste the passion in it, yes we’ll be surprising 

Taste it, taste it,                                                                                                                                                                                         

you won’t waste it!                                                                                                                                     

So give us your money, it’ll be well spent;                                                                                                                                                             

All embraced it,                                                                                                                                                                         

All have faced it                                                                                                                              

Yes a cheese toasty can make you content 

Treat yourself today it’s enjoyment and simplicity,                                                                     

Yes, our reputation is also built on authenticity                                                                                 

We give your food with ease and nothing with eccentricity. 

We’re the café to astound, we’re the café with the most 
So please let us indulge you this is a fact not a boast 

This is our promise, we’ll offer the new bacon sausage on toast 
Oh, yes, you’ll love us once again, we’ll always make sense                                                                                                                                               

We’re the cafeing sensation that nobody smart resents                                                                                                                  

Cuppa New Guinea, Cuppa New Guinea’s short on the expense 

By James 

 

 

Key Stage 5 

Key Stage Leader: Mr Davenport 

Paul.davenport@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 
 
Fiji Class 
We started this week by creating our own Fiji pizzas. We refreshed our kitchen safety 
knowledge and remembered our safe chopping techniques! On Tuesday we had a trip to 
Central Library where we went up to the roof top terrace and got to see an amazing birds eye 
view of Liverpool. We also explored the museum and had a lovely morning. On Thursday we 
went back to the gym and continued to develop our independent travelling skills by using the 
public bus to get there and back. We've had a great week and are looking forward to starting 
some exciting projects!   
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Tasmania Class 
What a wonderful week in Tasmania this week. We did lots of different activities, such 
as travelling independently too and from the gym taking different bus routes accessing public 
transport.  Pupils enjoyed exploring the gym equipment during our gym induction and some 
preferred to go swimming. In food technology, we made a healthy version of zinger chicken 
burger which we all enjoyed. Pupils followed cooking instructions with minimum supports and 
washed the dishes independently.  
 
We have been looking at some basic first aid skills, as last Saturday was the World First Aid 
day. We have learnt when to put someone into the recovery position and practised the 
recovery position within the class. We have started to explore different job opportunities and 
found out information on the working hours, skills needed and people we could potentially work 
with for a chosen career. 
 
New Zealand Class 
This week New Zealand class have been studying the immortal bard aka William 
Shakespeare! We have looked at the prologue to Romeo and Juliet and then rewritten it in 
modern day language before giving it a Liverpool twist. Instead of the Montagues and Capulets 
we have a warring family of Liverpool fans versus a family of Evertonians! 
 
It has been the first week of our enterprise and our baked potato business provide sustenance 
for a third of the school staff. Let’s hope in future weeks we get the entire school staff hooked 
on our spuds! We have also been carrying out maths assessments so we can accurately judge 
progress. 
 
Yesterday we went on our first proper gym trip using public transport and eating our lunch in 
the food court. In between this our students had a workout and staff at the gym were incredibly 
impressed with their behaviour and application. Well done! Student have also been working 
on pedestrian road safety and cycling.  

 
Odd Facts of the week 

 

 Bumblebees can fly higher than Mount 
Everest. 

 In 1973, a joke about a toilet paper 
shortage made on a US talk show 
caused a national toilet paper shortage. 
American viewers were unable to tell it 
was a joke and began hoarding toilet 
paper and shops ran out. 

 The world's longest cat was 1 metre 23 
cm long. 

 A Japanese hotel is staffed solely by 
Robots. The reception desk is staffed by 
a robot Velociraptor. 
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Early Years and Key Stage One 

Ireland Oscar Castillo Sanchez 

Wales Scarlett Williams  

 

Peru Nathanael Dudek 

Portugal Joshua Iyen 

USA Jack Woods 

Brazil Jake Griffiths Macdonald 

France Faye Rowan  

Canada Charlie Coleman 

Spain Anthony Woodward 

Italy Khaya Masilela  

Key Stage Three 

Madagascar Caitlin Cook 

Seychelles Nicholas Griffiths 

Cape Verde Githan Karthikeyanathan 

Botswana Nicholas Panagopoulos 

Mozambique Kellsie Davies 

Malawi Jacob Wands 

Kenya  Nathaniel Brady 

Key Stage Four 

Australia Adam McEvoy 

Papua New Guinea Megan Keenan 

Samoa Hamza Al-Zuhairi 

Christmas Island Anthony Shinks 

 

New Zealand George Murphy 

Tasmania Luke Hill 

Fiji Caitlin Brennan 

Students of the Week – Week 2 
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Week 2 in pictures 
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Week 2 in pictures 
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Our academic year 2018-19 term dates are available on our website: 
 

http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/ALS-Term-Dates-2018-
19.pdf 

 
Please note planned early finishes and closure dates, as known at present: 

 
TERM 1: 

Staff training day: Monday 3 September 2018 – school closed to students 
October Holiday: Monday 22 October 2017 to Friday 26 October 2018 

 
TERM 2: 

Early finish on Thursday, 20 December 2018 at 1:30pm 
Christmas Holiday: Friday 21 December 2018 to Friday 4 January 2019  

Bank holidays:  
Tuesday 25 December 2018 - Christmas Day  

Wednesday 26 December 2018 – Boxing Bank Holiday 
 Tuesday, 1 January 2019 – New Year’s Day 

 
TERM 3: 

February Holiday: Monday 18 February 2019 to Friday 22 February 2019 

 
TERM 4: 

Early finish on Friday, 5 April 2019 at 1:30pm 
Spring Holiday: Monday 8 April 2019 to Monday 22 April 2019  

Bank holidays:  
Friday, 19 April 2019 – Good Friday  

Monday, 22 April 2019 – Easter Monday 

 
TERM 5: 

Bank holiday:  
Monday, 6 May 2019 – Early Bank Holiday Monday 

May Holiday: Monday 27 May 2019 to Friday 31 May 2019 
 

TERM 6: 
Staff training day: Friday 12 July 2019 – school closed to students 

Staff training day: Monday 22 July – Wednesday 24 July 2019 – school closed to students 
Summer Holiday: Thursday 25 July 2019 

Bank holidays:  
Monday 26 August 2019 – August Bank Holiday 

 

 
Key Diary Dates for the remainder of the year can be found on our website, 

under the EVENTS tab: 

 
http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/KDD-2018-19-V1-

12.9.2018.pdf 
 

Key Diary Dates 

http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/ALS-Term-Dates-2018-19.pdf
http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/ALS-Term-Dates-2018-19.pdf
http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/KDD-2018-19-V1-12.9.2018.pdf
http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/KDD-2018-19-V1-12.9.2018.pdf


 

  

Head’s Weekly Newsletter 

Mrs Ania Hildrey, Headteacher, headteacher@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

TERM 1 - 35 days  

WEEK NUMBER W/C Date Event Comment 

1 Mon 3.9.18 3.9.2018 INSET School closed to students 

Tue 4.9  Students return to school First day of school 

Wed 5.9  Baseline ASD Assessments start 

 09:00-12:00 - CAMHS Consultation Clinic 

Teachers’ activity 

Thur 6.9   

Fri  7.9  Departmental Assemblies 

9:30 – 10:00 – Primary Department 

10:00 – 10:30 – Secondary Department 

 9:30-11:00  - Friday Parents’ Coffee Morning  

 Launch of Supported Internships @Amey 

Assemblies and Coffee Morning are 

open to families. Parking is available 

on site on a “first-come-first-served 

basis” only. No photography 

permitted. 

2 Mon 10.9.18 10.9.2018  Star Reading and Star Maths tests  

Tue 11.9   

Wed  12.9.18  KS2 (some KS1 students by invitation) Story Teller Visit 

 09:00-12:00 - Staff SALT Consultation  Clinics 

 

Thurs 13.9   

Fri  14.9  My Plan ©  - Term 1 published 

 IBSP published 

 Departmental Assemblies 

9:30 – 10:00 – Primary Department 

10:00 – 10:30 – Secondary Department 

 9:30-11:00 Friday Parents’ Coffee Morning 

Assemblies and Coffee Morning are 

open to families. Parking is available 

on site on a “first-come-first-served 

basis” only. No photography 

permitted. 
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3 Mon 17.9.18 17.9  Teachers’ PM meetings start 

 Audit of My Plans starts 

 

Tue 18.9   

Wed 19.9   

Thurs  20.9   

Fri 21.9  Audit of My Plans completed 

 Departmental Assemblies 

9:30 – 10:00 – Primary Department 

10:00 – 10:30 – Secondary Department 

 9:30-11:00 Friday Parents’ Coffee Morning 

Assemblies and Coffee Morning are 

open to families. Parking is available 

on site on a “first-come-first-served 

basis” only. No photography 

permitted. 

4 Mon 24.9.18 24.9  09:00-12:00 - Staff SALT Consultation  Clinics  

Tue 25.9   

Wed 26.9  Governing Body Meeting 16:30-18:30 

Thurs  27.9.18  Primary CED : Our Stories Cinema in hall  

Fri 28.9  Baseline annual ASD assessments completed  

 Departmental Assemblies 

9:30 – 10:00 – Primary Department 

10:00 – 10:30 – Secondary Department 

 9:30-11:00 Friday Parents’ Coffee Morning 

Assemblies and Coffee Morning are 

open to families. Parking is available 

on site on a “first-come-first-served 

basis” only. No photography 

permitted. 

5 Mon 1.10.18 1.10   

Tue 2.10   

Wed 3.10  09:00-12:00 - CAMHS Consultation Clinic  

Thurs 4.10   
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Fri 5.10  Departmental Assemblies 

9:30 – 10:00 – Primary Department 

10:00 – 10:30 – Secondary Department 

 9:30-11:00 Friday Parents’ Coffee Morning 

 

 GIANTS EVENT – coming to Liverpool 

 

 School Health Team in school 

Assemblies and Coffee Morning are 

open to families. Parking is available 

on site on a “first-come-first-served 

basis” only. No photography 

permitted. 

6 Mon 8.10.18  8.10   

Tue 9.10   

Wed 10.10  09:00-12:00 - Staff SALT Consultation  Clinics 

 09:00-12:00 – Staff Flu Vaccinations 

 

Thur 11.10   

Fri 12.10  CHRISTMAS CARDS COMPETITION 

 Moderation Day 1 

 Departmental Assemblies 

9:30 – 10:00 – Primary Department 

10:00 – 10:30 – Secondary Department 

 9:30-11:00 Friday Parents’ Coffee Morning 

Assemblies and Coffee Morning are 

open to families. Parking is available 

on site on a “first-come-first-served 

basis” only. No photography 

permitted. 

7 Mon 15.10.18 15.10  Term 1 - Festival of Learning & Parental Consultation 

 09:00-12:00 Flu Vaccinations Reception to Year 5 
(Conference Room) 

 Seeing is Believing for Governors 

 

Tue 16.10  Term 1 - Festival of Learning & Parental Consultation 

 Seeing is Believing for Governors 
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Wed  17.10.18  Term 1 - Festival of Learning & Parental Consultation 

 Seeing is Believing for Governors 
 

Thurs  18.10.18  Term 1 - Festival of Learning & Parental Consultation 

 Seeing is Believing for Governors 
 

Fri  19.10.18  Term 1 - Festival of Learning & Parental Consultation 

 Seeing is Believing for Governors  
 

Fri 19.10.18   Departmental Assemblies 

9:30 – 10:00 – Primary Department 

10:00 – 10:30 – Secondary Department 

 9:30-11:00  Friday Parents’ Coffee Morning 

 Teachers’ PM meetings completed 

 END OF TERM 1@15:15  

Assemblies and Coffee Morning are 

open to families. Parking is available 

on site on a “first-come-first-served 

basis” only. No photography 

permitted. 

OCTOBER HOLIDAY: Monday, 22 October to Friday, 26 October 2018 
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